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Aircraft Brakes By Bill Ware, Jr., EAA 3328 422 Wesson St., El Dorado, Ark.



W



HILE THE recent coverage of homebuilt aircraft accidents was extremely well done, a very important item not discussed was the number of accidents plaguing general aviation which are caused by faulty brakes. Improperly maintained brakes have caused some amount of damage to homebuilts p.nd will continue to do so, in spite of proper maintenance being a fairly simple matter. To start the ball rolling, let's discuss the rather popular Goodyear brake as used on the Cessna 140 and 150. This is a hydraulically actuated brake which consists of an actuating cylinder attached to each rudder pedal, appropriate lines and fittings, and the brake assemblies themselves. Each brake assembly consists of a steel brake disc attached to the wheel with wound spring clips (150) or flat spring clips and retaining buttons (140), and the brake housing. The brake housing is attached on the inboard side of each axle. The housing consists of two disc linings or "pucks", the piston which applies pressure on the driven puck, a piston "0" ring, the cylinder head, the cylinder "O" ring, and the bleeder screw or valve. The most common malfunctions begin to occur when the pucks wear out or when hydraulic fluid is lost through a leaking fitting, leaking piston "O" rings, or a leaking cylinder head "O" ring. Malfunctions can also be traced to imperfections in the master cylinders. Usually, again, the fault is with leaking "0" rings. Following are instructions appearing in Goodyear's maintenance manual on the Cessna 150 brakes: I



OVERHAUL OF BRAKES



Replacing brake linings or "pucks." A. Jack the airplane and deflate the tire (not absolutely necessary to deflate tire at this point. Tire is usually deflated only when it is necessary to fully inspect the wheel or to replace the tire). Then remove the disc clips and wheel. B. Move the brake disc as far out of the brake as possible. C. Place a flat screwdriver between the worn pucks and push the worn puck and piston inward to the complete "off" position. (Care must be taken when moving the piston so as not to tilt the piston. Tilting the piston will result in the loss of hydraulic fluid and might damage the piston's "O" ring). D. Remove the worn brake pucks from the brake. E. Install the thinner puck on the anvil side of the brake housing so that the part number (molded on the puck) will face the anvil and the puck's smooth side will face the brake disc. F". Install the thicker puck on the piston side of the brake housing so that the part number (molded on the puck) will face the piston and the smooth face will contact the brake disc. CAUTION: Never mix new and used brake pucks. If necessary to use worn pucks, replace them in their original positions. G.



Position the brake disc between the linings (or



pucks). H. Install the wheel on the axle, insert the brake disc into the wheel, adiust and safety the wheel's retaining nut. (The nut must be tightened until it is impossible to turn the wheel. Back off on the nut until there is only a 34



slight drag felt when turning the wheel by hand . . . then safety the nut. A loosely installed wheel will result in damage to the wheel bearings and possible brake failure). I. Install the disc clip as follows: (1) Rotate the wheel so that one of the sections without a drive tooth is opposite the cylinder (150 brakes). On the 140 type brake, simply insert the disc with its notches mating with the square driving teeth located at wide intervals around the wheel. (2) Slide the disc clips into position while rotating the wheel. (3) Rotate the wheel to see that all clips are installed properly and do not rub against the brake. (On the 140 brake, install the lock buttons which lock the clips into position). CAUTION: Be sure the clips are properly seated so as to avoid damage to the brake. It is recommended that new disc clips be installed when overhauling the brakes. J. Apply the brake several times to scat the parts. K. Release the brakes and check the wheel to see that it rotates freely. Disassembly and overhaul of the brakes become imperative when it is obvious that fluid is leaking around the piston's "O" ring. Fluid leakage around the cylinder head might be stopped by making certain that the cylinder head is torqucd to 75 ft./lb. in the 150 brakes, or that the cylinder screws are tight on the 140 brakes. If the leaks continue when it is certain that the heads are tight, remove the heads only and replace the old "O" rings with new ones. When it is necessary to stop a piston leak, remove the wheel, brake pucks and disc as previously described, remove the cylinder head, and push the piston out of the cylinder. Now is the time to check the condition of the cylinders. All scratches and pits must be polished from the walls by using No. 400 wet-or-dry paper and following up with powdered Bon Ami. Prior to reassembly, all parts of the brakes' innards should be cleaned with fresh hydraulic fluid. While most mechanics lubricate the innards with hydraulic fluid prior to assembly, Goodyear recommends that MIL-L-7711 grease be applied to the "O" rings, cylinder walls, contacting surfaces



JUNE 1965



"Either we install brakes on the 'Camper' or I'm going to be an ace pretty soon."



of the pistons, and the tnreads of the cylinder head. If possible, always replace the worn "O" rings when a brake is completely disassembled. II



BLEEDING BRAKES



Once the brake has been overhauled or is found to have air trapped in the brake system, hydraulic fluid must be added to the system and the air removed. This may be



done in several ways: A.



Fill the reservoir in the master brake cylinder



with fresh hydyraulic fluid. Attach an appropriate fitting to the bleeder valve and a small length of hose on the fitting. The free end of the hose is to be submerged in a container of hydraulic fluid. As the brake pedal is slowly depressed, fluid and air will be forced through the small tube or hose. Continue depressing the pedal and adding fluid to the reservoir until no air bubbles issue from the submerged tube. Turn off the bleeder valve and remove the fitting and tube. Replace the bleeder screw, and you are in business. B. If a pressure pot is available, the above procedure can be accomplished but in reverse order. First, make certain the pot contains the correct type of hydraulic



fluid and enough fluid. Put about 10 to 20 psi air pressure in the pot and certainly no more than 25 psi. All this



time, make certain the hydraulic valve is turned off. Attach the pot's hydraulic line on the brake's bleeder valve. Remove the filler plug from the master cylinder.



Place rags around the master cylinder so as to catch the overflowing fluid. Have a helper to watch the fluid flowing from the master cylinder or reservoir after the pot's hydraulic valve has been opened. When it is obvious that the fluid is overflowing smoothly and contains no trapped air, turn off the pot's hydraulic valve. The hydraulic line from the pot may now be removed from the bleeder valve adapter, and the bleeder screw is replaced. Now, loss of fluid often is traced to faulty master cylinders and leaking fittings. The diaphragm type master cylinder might have a ruptured diaphragm. This is readily apparent when fluid leaks through the diaphragm and makes puddles above or below the floorboard. The "O" rings in the piston type master cylinder can be worn out and prevent the build-up of pressure. Leaking fittings present a variety of problems. They might simply be loose. When tightened too tight, they might be warped out of round. Usually, replacing with new fittings not tightened too tightly will stop the leaks. Sometimes tubing might not be flared properly. If the faulty flare or bead can't bs repaired with a flaring or



beading tool, and if the tube's length isn't sufficient to allow the faulty flare or bead to be cut off, then a new and properly flared or beaded brake "line" must be installed. Extreme care must be taken when tightening fittings in a hydraulic system, since most of the metals involved are aluminum alloy. *



AIR RACING NEWS . . . (Continued from page 33)



Perhaps we should let the sleeping dog lie. Perhaps we should be grateful for all that the Ohio city contributed to aviation through its annual Labor Day weekend spectacular. Perhaps we should be content with the magnificent memories. Perhaps we should forget. But how do you forget the thrill you used to get when you told some not-so-lucky person, "I'm goin' to Cleveland for the Air Races!" Cleveland's pylons are indeed rusty — but all they need is a good going over with pylon polish and they'll be as good as new. THE NEW BREED



There are some colorful new personalities appearing



in unlimited-class racing. To help you get acquainted with



them, here are some brief sketches:



Herschel Clay Lacy, Canoga Park, Calif. . . . known as



Clay . . . flies Boeing 727 for United Airlines . . . demonstration pilot on Lear Jets for California Airmotive Corp. . . . over 18,000 hours . . . flying since 12 years old ... E. D. Weiner, Los Angeles, Calif. . . . 42 ... buys and



sells transport and military aircraft and electronic equipment . . . USAF Res. Capt. . . . ex-airline pilot . . . gold P-51D loaded with electronic nav/comm gear and very plush . . . converting to wet wing . . .



Richard G. Snyder, Norman, Okla. . . . known as Jerry . . . Chief, Physical Anthropology Lab, FAA Aeronautical Center . . . uses own '51 on FAA research flights



and as fast transportation to investigate aircraft accidents . . . has plans for an experimental unlimited-class racer . . . Walter E. Ohlrich, Jr., Monterey, Calif. . . . known



as "The Commander" . . . Navy fighter pilot for the past



Much power, little wing featured the little Menasco-powered Crosby. Pictures taken in Glendale, Calif., and generously contributed by Ray Cocking, EAA 16154.



16 years . . . inspired by pre-war Cleveland Air Races, and old-time throttle jockey Dad . . . looking for an F2G. 1965 AIR RACING CALENDAR



Sept. 6-12—National Championship Air Races, Reno, Nev. Transcontinental Trophy Race Sept. 6 from St. Pete.



Pylon races (190, biplane, unlimited, etc.) Sept. 9-12. Contact National Championship Air Races, Box 1429, Reno, Nev. Nov. 11-14—International AeroClassic, Palms Springs, Calif. New schedule: Nov. 9 and 10 for practice, etc. Nov. 11-14 for pylon racing (190 and 95 cu. in.) and other events, including pylon racing for radio controlled models of 190 cu. in racers. Contact AeroClassic, 8500 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif., or 625 Shoreham Bldg., Washington, D.C. (Information on races being planned for Lancaster, Calif., Las Vegas, Nev., and elsewhere will bo announced as soon as the events are made official with provisional NAA sanction). * SPORT AVIATION
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Aircraft Brakes 

Cleveland for the Air Races!" Cleveland's pylons are indeed rusty â€” but all they need is a good going over with pylon polish and they'll be as good as new.
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Brakes 

Brakes. Conventional Brake System. Special Tools. 19âˆ’2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Component Location Index. 19âˆ’3 . . . . Pedal Height Adjustment. 19âˆ’4.
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Brakes 

Component Location Index. 19-3 . . . . Inspection and Adjustment .... ABS Function Test. 19-74 . . . . . . . . . Hydraulic System. Hydraulic Connections. 19-76.
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BRAKES 

lssued April, 1984 a. Printed in England. 1394 TRACTOR. BRAKES. ALPHABETICAL INDEX. DÃŠSCRIPTION. PAGE. Brake,Shoes (without cab) ......,.,, .. 7-22.1.
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Brakes 

Front Shock Absorber Preload Adjustment. Front Shock Absorber Removal. Front Shock Absorber Installation. Rear Shock Absorber: Compression Damping ...
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BRAKES REPAIR.pdf 

Always strip preservative off new parts before installation. With the rear ..... IMPORTANT: When pressing down piston, note brake fluid level in expansion tank.
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14 - Brakes 

Fill the reservoir with fresh DOT 4 brake fluid to the upper level mark. ... replace fluid from the left front caliper line first, then the rear caliper. ... front caliper first, then the rear caliper. .... Install the spring with its small coll end 
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Manual Adjust Brakes 

power source before working on the brake. If power disconnect point is out of sight, ... may be hot enough to be painful or cause injury. Do not operate brake with ...
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chapter 7 brakes .fr 

Clean caliper area. 2ï¼ŽUsing a flare nut wrench, remove hose(s). Place a container to catch brake fluid draining from brake hose. CHAPTER 7. BRAKES PAGE.
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Wheels and Brakes 

just bolt them together. It sounds simple but it didn't work out that way. I had to melt the first casting out with an acetylene torch to get it out of the mold. I tapered ...
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brakes repair 2002-0.. .fr 

instructions of the relevant test stand manufacturer. Failure to do so may result ...... Release line from intake manifold and disconnect. 2006 MINI Cooper S.
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Spoilers. Speed Brakes or Both? 

Believe me, I've cracked a few. I have even heard them say to be careful with enriching the mixture too quickly as the cold fuel will tend to crack the cylinder.
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Liasse fiscale FOUNDATION BRAKES FRANCE 

FOUNDATION BRAKES FRANCE. 5 2 9 2 6 8 3 9 3 ..... O/ K. Installations techniques, matÃ©riel et outillage industriels. Installations gÃ©nÃ©rales, agencements*.
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Spoilers. Speed Brakes or Both? 

I patterned my system after the. Cessna Citation dive ... momentum theory shows that, in this case, an incremental ... response is possible with the. Ifl. Photo 2 ...
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AIRCRAFT 

position while performing any procedures on the engine. Figure 1 Defect. 1. Remove starting ... secure the bushing to the plate as shown in figure 2 (repaired).
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AIRCRAFT 

Observing the engine manufacturers ground run-up procedures allow the engine to reach operating temperatures and perform a normal magneto check. 2.
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AIRCRAFT 

Example of Date Mfg.: a) 901: 9 is year of manufacture = 1979; 01 is work week of manufacture = week of January. 1. b) 021: 0 is year of manufacture = 1980; ...
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AIRCRAFT 

Field reports indicate that occasionally switches performing the "Switch Function" listed in Table 1 have been found to leave the right magneto "Live" or "Hot." ...
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Building Basics: Be Nice to Your Brakes 

iiBrakes are important, but they are used less than just ... When you push on a brake ped- .... well as an aviation writer and consultant based near India- napolis.
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Craft & Technique: Installing Hydraulic Disc Brakes 

and 600 psi, with occasional spikes to 1,000 psi when a pilot really jumps on the .... Third, apply brakes, and rev the engine to full throttle. If the brakes hold, the ...
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Craft & Technique: Installing Hydraulic Disc Brakes - Size 

the fluid and repeat the process. Torque the brake caliper bolts to the recommended force and then safety wire to finish the brake installation. Before flying you ...
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The Designee Corner... A Bit About Brakes 

Mechanical and Hydraulic .CJVERY ... LEvffi Tc CAlite SC'. BKAKE ACTl> ATM 6 ... The usual hydraulic brake system makes use of one master cylinder ...
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aircraft application data guide - Aircraft Spruce 

Jan 14, 2008 - This application guide is listed in three categories. The aircraft/ ...... MZ-4218. 235. ERZ-8011. SRZ-9021*. LW-15571. MZ-4222. 235. ERZ-8011.
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Aircraft Building 

In general, we are very privileged to have only a ..... Antique/Classic. Insurance. Program. BENEFITS INCLUDE: â€¢ LOWER LIABILITY & HULL PREMIUMS.
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